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'BIG'TIME GAMERS

Four Greek councils unite for first time, get to know students and each other

ByD»n».King
Reporter

Tuesday night all four Greek councils welcomed interested students
and community members to
"Meet the Greeks."
I he event featured all four of the
Greek councils for the first time,
whereas in the past the councils
have hosted separate events.
Meet the Greeks is usually an
event hosted solely by the National
Pan-Hellenic Council, but this
year they opened it up to the three
other councils.
"Our thing this year is unity," said
Tanai Lyles, a senior and NPHC
parliamentarian. "We want to
focus not on just ourselves, but
open it up to everybody. We don't
want to be close-minded."
The event featured information
tables from each Greek chapter, a

really get to ask the people questions and get more details."
not on just ourselves
Alpha Phi is one of the 14
PanheUenic council chapters who
but open it up to
attended the event.
Other Greek councils included
everybody."
Sigma Lambda Beta, an Independent
Tanai Lyles | Senior
Greek Council Fraternity. Senior and
member of Sigma lambda Beta Alex
brief presentation by a representa- Rivera said the event helps his fratertive from each council and a ques- nity recruit new members.
tion-and-answer session where the
"It's good to get freshmen and
council representatives answered younger people to come in and go
previously submitted questions around table to table," Rivera said.
about Greek life. Students could
Nate Doolin, a junior and member
mingle between the tables of of Phi Kappa Psi, said he appreciated
their choice and talk with each the event including all the counchapter individually.
cils instead of just Inter-Fratemity
"It's a really nice way for people Council, his fraternity's council,
who are interested in Greek life to because he got to see everything
come out and see all the different instead of just a concentration of
sororities and all the different fraSee GREEKS I Page 3
ternities," said sophomore Jessica
Ryan, member of Alpha Phi. "You

"We want to focus

Romance writers
group shares, grows
Several sub-genres create pi ace for many writers' work
ByDuiMKIng
Reporter

Happily ever after, said Constance
Phillips, is the only element that a
romance novel absolutely has to have.
"In the end, it comes down to the
journey of those two people finding
each other and finding love," said
Phillips, president of the Maumee
Valley Romance Writers of America.
MVRWA is an organization that
meets in Toledo once a month. The
local Maumee Valley chapter has
25 writers. The meetings are open
to anyone interested in writing
romance novels.
"We give education and support to
people who are actively pursuing a
career in romance writing," Phillips

said. "It's very educational focused,
there's a lot of materials to help you
learn and get better at your craft."
The meetings last about two
hours and are related to writing
and how to make time to write. The
chapter also offers workshops for
writers to hear constructive feedback from members.
"We do workshops the same day
as the meeting and those are more
about what elements need to be in
your synopsis and how do you handle
conflict in your story; they're more
craft-related," Phillips said.
MVRWA member Jill Kemerer said
she enjoys being a part of the group
See ROMANCE | Page 3
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CAMPUS
BRIEF
Faculty Association to
ratify constitution
The Faculty Association's
Constitution Committee revised its
constitution and will propose it to FA
members (or a vote Feb. 21.
"Our previous constitution was sufficient
for an advocacy chapter of the [American
Association of University Professors], but
not for a collective bargaining chapter,'
said FA President David Jackson in a
January newsletter. "Winning the election
for collective bargaining necessitated
significant changes in the constitution,
including creating fair and democratic
processes for naming a Bargaining Council
and Negotiating Team"
If the constitution is ratified, the FA and
University Administration will move one
step closer to future union negotiations
Any faculty member who joins the
FA by Feb. II will be able to vote on the
constitution's ratification.
Faculty members interested in joining
the FA through the AAUP can sign up at
http //tinyurl.com/6khbbb4.
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CANDYLAND: freshman Kathryn Nutt. left, and Sarah Hauck male their first move on the University
Activities Organization's life-size Canrjyiand board as UAO -nember Anthony DeCheBis holds up color cards
to let players know how many spaces to move. Winners from Tuesday night's free event got $20 gift cards to
stores such as Hobby Lobby, Cfupotle and Starbucks. There was ako a free ice-cream bar at the event

Healthy heart
fair educates
By Dini.llt Rio

everyone to come out
Students and faculty members faced
a prick of the finger and the squeeze
of an arm to get their blood pressure and cholesterol checked at the
Healthy Heart Fair.
February is American Heart
Month, and on Tuesday the
Department of Recreation and
Wellness hosted its Second Annual
Healthy Heart Fair.
"Thepurposeofthefairistoeducate
people on the importance of having
a healthy heart," said Faith Vingling,
director of Wellness Connection.
"We encouragled) everyone to come
out and learn about the risk factors
of heart disease."
"The Student Health Services
does offer cholesterol and blood
sugar checks," said Carole
Bechstein, a lab technologist with
Student Health Services. "The
American Heart Association says
that the ideal cholesterol is less
than 200, however, depending on
family genetics this may vary."
Sophomore Mariah Dallas said
she attended the event because it
was relevant to her major.
"I'm a nursing major, so knowing more about having a healthy
heart is important," she said.
"Any information that pertains to

SPORTS

Egyptian uprising takes toll

Women's rights at risk

Men's basketball tied for second place

Two weeks after the start of the protest,

A new act in congress redefines "rape" and

names and stories of the many dead are

further excludes women from their right to

beginning to emerge in local newspaper

obtain an abortion with government aid,

column: "Faces of the Fallen" | Pag* 5

says columnist Kate Noftsinger | Paqt 4

The Falcons will attempt to break their tie in the
Mid-American Conference tournament during
tonights game against Ball State. Coach Louis Orr
expects a good, solid game | Page 6

k

"We encourag[ed]

Reporter

and learn about the risk
factors of heart disease."
Faith Yirgiing | Director

health is important to me."
Yingling said it is important people know the risks.
"Heart disease is the number one
killer of Americans, and people need
to know what are some of the possible risks." she said.
Students were also able to receive
free body fat testing, and Health
F.ducator Karyn Smith said that
students can receive testing regularly at the Rec.
"Every Monday and Tuesday from
7-9 p.m., students and faculty can
get free testing done right at the
front desk by one of our personal
trainers," Smith said.
The University's dietitian, Daria
Blachowski-Dreyer, said that the
campus convenience stores offer a
variety of products to stay healthy.
"There are many different
products offered around campus for students to stay healthy,"
Dreyer said. "The stores have a
variety of whole grain products
to choose from."

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What do you do to keep your heart healthy?
CORRINESPETRINO
Freshman. Criminal Justice
"Dnnk Diet Coke. They have the
heart [symbol] on their bottle."

|N*4
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NATION BRIEFS
DOJ denies border
shootout claim
PHOENIX-TheUS.
Justice Department denied a
claim made lo lawmakers that
two guns sold in purchases
sanctioned by federal firearms
agents were later used in a
shootout that led a Border
Patrol agent dead near the
Arizona-Mexico border

•
I

Assistant US Attorney
General Ronald Weich said in a
letter obtained Tuesday by The
Associated Press that the claim
that firearms agents sanctioned
or knowingly allowed the sale
of assault weapons to straw
buyers who then brought them
to Mexico is false Such a claim
was made about guns used
by bandits m the Dec 14 latal
shooting of Border Patrol agent
Brian A Terry
- Jacques B.lleaud (AP)

Fire breaks out
at petroleum site
near Houston

California city
official testifies in
corruption case

Sick, injured
humpback whale
spotted off Kauai

MONT BELVIEU. Texas
(AP) - A fire erupted at
a petroleum plant east of
Houston on Tuesday, sending
balls of orange flame and thick
black smoke into the sky

LOS ANGELES - The
only Bell city councilman
not charged with looting the
working-class Los Angeles
suburb has testified that he
doesn't recall taking part in any
meetings of four committees
for which the other council
members collected tens of
thousands of dollars

LIHUE. Hawaii (AP) - A
sick, badly injured humpback
whale has been spotted off the
Hawaiian island of Kauai.

A Mont Belvieu police
dispatcher said there were no
reports of injuries or evacuations after the fire broke out at
the Enterprise Products site
Firefighters were at the
site, which is located in an
isolated area about 30 miles
east of Houston. An Enterprise
Products spokesman didn't
immediately return a phone call
seeking comment.
A nearby school district.
Barbers Hill, kept children
inside school buildings while
the fire was burning.

Councilman Lorenzo Velez
testified Tuesday during the
second day of a preliminary
hearing to determine whether
there is sufficient evidence to
have the mayor of Bell and five
other past and present members of the City Council stand
trial on dozens of fraud charges
Deputy District attorney
Edward Miller questioned Velez
about the four committees.
- John Rogers (AP)

Anti-abortion
group releases
video of NYC clinic
NEW YORK (AP) - A
California based anti-abortion
group that has been waging
a campaign against abortion
provider Planned Parenthood
released a videotape
Tuesday that the group said
shows an employee at a New
York City clinic giving advice
to a man posing as a pimp
and seeking health services
for underage sex workers.

Flight instructor Gerry
Charlebois said the 50-foot
whale was bent in half and
appeared to have suffered
blunt force trauma to its side
The owner of the Birds in
Paradise Flight School told
The Garden Island newspaper
Monday it was one of the most
disturbing sights he s ever seen
while photographing whales.
Ed Lyman of the Hawaiian
Islands Humpback Whale
National Marine Sanctuary
said it's not clear if the whale
has a broken back.
After looking at Charlebois'
photos. Lyman said the whale
was injured between its dorsal
fin and tail.

Planned Parenthood of New
York City said the videotape
does not accurately portray the
agency's practices
Live Action, based in San
Jose. Calif. claims the video
demonstrates that a clinic
employee was willing to help
someone who was sexually
exploiting minors by doling
out advice on testing for
sexually transmitted diseases
and abortions.

As Eastern snow
melts, it's leaving
an ugly mess
NEW YORK - The mountains of snow that have covered
the Northeastern landscape for
the past month and a half are
finally melting, revealing oozing lumps of garbage, gaping
potholes, bicycles, rat-infested
sofas, discarded Christmas
trees - even bodies
More than 57 inches of
snow has fallen on New York
City this winter, its snowiest
January ever, and the story
is similar elsewhere around
the Northeast. Residents
welcomed warmer weather
this week before an expected
plunge back into the freezer,
but they weren't so thrilled
about the side effects.
-Colleen Long (AP)

Family of AWOL Marine renews
interest in book, movie deal

Gome
The Me

Brother wishes to clear Marines name six years after desertion charge
book and the movie is to tell
the public what really happened in year 2004 and clear
SALT LAKE CITY — More Wassefs name once and for
than six years after a Marine all," Ilassoun's brother, Sami
corpora] was charged wilh Hassoun, wrote in e-mails to
desertion for allegedly fak- Los Angeles publicist Michael
ing his own kidnapping in Sands that were provided to
Iraq, his family is once again The Associated Press.
making rumblings ahout
Wassef Ali Hassoun, now
clearing his name.
31. went missing twice from
The effort,
however, the military — first in )une
wouldn't play out in mili- 2004 in the purported kidtary court. Instead, the Utah napping at the hands of
family of Wassef Ali Hassoun Islamic extremists, and
contacted a Los Angeles pub- again in lanuary 2005. when
licist in search of a $1 million he failed to return to Camp
book and movie deal.
Lejeune, N.C., after a visit to
"Our purpose from the West Jordan to see relatives.
By Jennifer Dobncr
The Associated Press

Visit us on our Website for our

2011-2012
FULL LISTING!

MECCA

Management Inc.

meccabg.com
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH 43402

419.353.5800

He was charged twice with
desertion, and his whereabouts n-muin unknown.
last month, however, Sami
Hassoun contacted Sands and
asked if a bonk and movie deal
the family had tried to negotiate in 200S - then refused to
sign — might be revived.
"They come back, reappear six years later as if they
had amnesia." said Sands, a
contractor who has worked
with the Pentagon and various branches of the military. "This is a very compelling story, but there is a dark
shadow over IWassef | and he
needs to come clean."
Sands said clearing the
name of Wassef Ali 1 lassoun
would require him to take
responsibility for his actions
by returning to the U.S. to face

military sanctions.
But Sami Hassoun hacked
away when pressed to answer
questions about happened to
his brother in 2004, including
what proof exists of the kidnapping and whether Wassef
was abused by his captors,
Sands said.
Inonee-mail.Sami I lassoun
said he has the answers but
then asked Sands to "send the
numbers to us so we can move
forward," a reference to the
book and mnvie deal.
Soon after, Sami Hassoun
claimed he was pursuing
other offers involving the
project, according to the emails. He did not respond to
multiple e-mails from the AP
seeking comment.
Multiple messages left at
IheUtahhomesol'Hassoun's
parents and his elder brother, Mohamad Hassoun,

were not returned.
In interviews with the AP
in 2005, Mnhamcd Hassoun
maintained his brother had
not done anything wrong
except failing to return to
Camp Lejeune.
Wassef Ali Hassoun was
an Arabic translator who
joined the Marines following
the September 2001 terrorist attacks. His strange saga
began iune 20, 2004, when
he failed to report for duty at
Camp l'allujah in Iraq.
Seven days later, a photo
of a blindfolded Hassoun
with a sword poised above
his head turned up on Allazeera television. A group
called the National Islamic
Resistance/1920 Revolution
Brigade claimed to be holding him.
On July 8, 2004, Hassoun
contacted American officials
in Beirut. Lebanon, claiming
to have been kidnapped. He
was returned to the U.S. and
eventually to Camp Lejeune.
After a Navy investigation,
the military charged Hassoun
with desertion, loss of government property, theft of a military firearm for allegedly leaving camp with a 9 mm service
pistol, and theft of a I lumvee.
A hearing on the matter was
cancelled whenl lassoun failed
to return to Camp Lejeune.
A warrant issued in 2005 for
Hassoun by the 4th Marine
Expeditionary Brigade, II
Marine Expeditionary Force,
at Camp Lejeune remains
active, said Maj. Carl Redding,
a spokesman for the Marines.
If he were to return to U.S. soil,
Hassoun would be arrested
and prosecuted.

VILLAGE

APARTMEN

* Reduced Rate in
January/February 2011 *
• Apartments Available •
* Semester Leases *
• Minutes from BGSU *
• Pet friendly community *
• Heat included »

T

S

"EXTRA, EXTRA"

CALL FOR SPECIALS!

READ AIL ABOUT IT!
First ten people
to sign a 12 month
lease receive a two
bdrm apt for a one
bdrm price!

Located at:
300 Napoleon Koad ^B-1
in Bowling Green IM (Only valid if signed before a/38/11)

4*9-352-6335

Newlove Rentals

209 N. Enterprise
(BRING IN AD FOR S'OO OFF DEPOSIT)

339 N. Maple
622 E. Wooster

1

j

332 S. Main (our only office)
413-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

A
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• Large Houses

f

• Close to Campus
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ON THE HUNT

Nine condemned killers
set for execution this year
By Andrew Welsh- Huggins
The Associated Press

"We are
disappointed that

HANNAH SPARLING

W BO NEWS

JOB: ,'uritot Will Hamilton talU with Phill Pelnk and Tifank? Coliaf from Goodyeaf during Tuesdays job and internship fair in the
Pern/ Field House The fair, which will continue today, was put on by ilie Urwtrsity Career Center and featured 110 different employers.
Hamilton, who was looking for an internship, said he had already scheduled three or four interviews and was feeling fairly confident
"Welt know in a week. 1 guess." he said

HANNAH SPARLING

GREEK: Freshman Abbi Park and Sam Lagrou from Delta Zeta pause for a photo as they pack up then table at the "Meet the
Greeks" event Tuesday night m the Union ballroom

GREEKS
From Page 1

that we are,'' Doolit] said.
"We get to see the compari
son of different groups that
of tomorrow.1
Senior Ashley Wilson,
who is a membei ol NPHC
member Alpha kappa Alpha
Sorority Inc., said she though!
the event was a great plan.

"All lour of the councils
need to collaborate," Wilson
said. The idea of having
i in,' big Meet the Greeks is
a good idea. 1 think that a
lot of the times the councils
don't know enough about
each other, and this is a
great opportunity to learn
about each other."

the business aspect mine
or less," Phillips said
I be members write on their
own and then meet to discuss
writing, getting published and
many othei aspects of their
chosen craft Group members
can also use each other to critique their writing, but this is
done outside of the meeting.
At the meetings, the writers discuss writing and the
industry and give each other
advice on how to manage the
business, how to balance writing with everyday life and tips
about being in the industry.
Phillips and Knight get their
inspiration to write from people, l'billips said she finds her
ideas in the silliest places.
"Things you notice or
observe," l'billips said. "I think
I've always been a big people
watcher, so, you know, kind of
just making up backstory."
Krishna knight, another
member olMVKWA, drives an
hour from Sandusky, Ohio, to
come to the meetings every
month. She said that her ideas
come from every where
"I might overhear a tiny bit
of a conversation at a restaurant and it'll start my mind

going or I'll just be out. running around with my twoyear-old, and then I'll see
something from an advertisement or even an article in
a newspaper and it'll start my
mind going." knight said.
"There are so many different kinds of romance writing
that you never get bored reading it or writing it." knight said.
You can write the mystery, you
can write the thriller, you can
write just a contemporary love
story, or a historical love story
and there's a sub-genre for
that within the romance genre
overall. So 1 like the variety. I
like the fad that the story has a
happy ending and that pretty
much covers it."
There is a place for every
kind of romance writer in
MVKWA and there are no
requirements to join other
than being a member of the
national organization,
"They're all writers struggling away at the same things
1 am, trying to get published,"
Duncan said. "It's basically
a mutual support group. We
help each other on the path
to finishing a novel and getting it published."

we're trying to make leaders

the things he already knows

about
"There's a lot of sororities
and fraternities that are out
there ... and they're trying to
accomplish the same goals

ROMANCE
From Page 1
because oftheenoouiagemeni
and friendship she found with
the other writers.
"It's really good to meet with
other writers on a regular basis
because they support you."
Ketnerer said. "All of them are
my friends and they'll e-mail
you and ask you how you re
writing's going. And if you're
not doing good, they'll support
you and say'I ley, come on; you
can do this.'"
Writer and member Jim
Duncan got involved in the
group through his wife, who is
also a member.
"Asa writer.lwanteda writing
group to be a part of," Duncan
said. "MVHVVA is basically one
of the best put together, wellorganized groups for writers of
any kind of genre."
The writers also help each
other get agents and get their
work published.
"We look at each other
for support as far as how
to submit it, how to query
agents and editors and how
to write our synopsis, or

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
FOR FALL 2011
COLUMBIA
COURTS
903-935 Thuretin

■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
■ Furnished
• Starting at
+ utilities
p On-site laundry
■ Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
■Airconditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost

HEINZ APTS
451 & 424 Frazee
808 & 818 N. Enterprise
■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
■ Furnished
■ Starting at
+ utilities
• On-site laundry
■ Air Conditioning
■ Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
■ Plenty of parking

506 & 514 N. Enterprise

■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
1
Furnished
1
Starting at -^~ Js-oo*
■•-Utilities
^^""onttil
• On-site laundry
>Air Conditioning
' Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
■ Plenty of parking

445 E Wooster St
Bowling Green OH 43402
419-352-0717
www greenbuai rentals com

the Supreme Court
set a date..."
David Stebbins | Attorney

Correction, asked Chief
lustice Maureen O'Connor
on Ian. 27 to leave 30
days between executions,
according to correspondence obtained by The
Associated Press through a
records request.
Providing that delay
"would assist us in our performance of this duty," the
letter said.
lustin Kudcla, the court's
Case Management Counsel,
confirmed in a Feb. 2 e-mail
to the governor's office that
the high court would follow
the director's request.
Ohio decided last month
to switch to a new execution
drug as supplies of the former drug ran out. The state
had repeatedly said it had
enough of the former drug,
sodium thiopental, to carry
out next week's execution of
triple murderer Frank Spisak,
but would not comment
about its supply after that.
The court's decision to
announce new execution
dates was not related to
the drug switch, said court
spokesman Chris Davey.
The
Department of
RehabilitationandCorrection
now plans to use 5 grams of
the new drug, pentobarbital,
for the March 10 execution of
lohnnie Baston, who fatally
shot a Toledo store owner in
1994. If the execution proceeds, Ohio would be the
first state to use a single dose

— THIS

WEEK-

Thursday Only!

— SNOWDAY MAKE UP SESSION -

The Black Swamp Pub
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
9am-4:30pm

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE

FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
Hours
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm
Satuiday 10am - 3pm

COLUMBUS — Execution
dates were set Tuesday for
seven condemned killers in
Ohio, ending what had been
a break in capital punishment scheduling by the state
Supreme Court.
Ohio now has executions
scheduled each month
through October, bringing the possible number of
people who could be put
to death in 2011 to nine,
which would be a staterecord for a single year.
One of the inmates who
received an execution date,
Brett llartman, came within about a week of being
executed in 2009 before
a federal appeals court
allowed him to pursue an
innocence claim.
llartman, 36, was sentenced to die for the 1997
Akron killing of 46-year-old
Winda Snipes, who was
stabbed more than 100
times, then had her hands
cut off. llartman has an
appeal pending in the state
Supreme Court resolving
UNA testing and whether a
jailhouse informant lied at
llartman's trial.
"We are disappointed that
the Supreme Court set a date
for llartman when there is
still litigation pending in
the D)urt," said his attorney.
David Stebbins.
Documents show the Ohio
Supreme Court decided to
set executions a month apart
after the state prisons director requested more time
between each procedure.
Cary Mohr, director
of the Ohio Department
of Rehabilitation and

of pentobarbital to carry out
a death sentence. Oklahoma
also uses the drug but follows it with two other chemicals that paralyze inmates
and stop their hearts.
The drug has also
been used in assisted
suicides in Oregon and
Washington state.
Ohio switched drugs after
the sole U.S. manufacturer
of sodium thiopental, which
had suspended production
in 2009, announced last
month it would not resume
making the drug.
Some states, including Arizona, Arkansas,
California, Georgia and
Tennessee, turned to an
English manufacturer of
sodium thiopental for their
supplies, a source that is now
in doubt after the British
government said it was banning the export of the drug
for use in executions.
Thirteen states asked
U.S. Attorney General Eric
Holder on Ian. 25 for help
identifying sources for the
drug or making federal supplies available to states.
Without a supply of sodium
thiopental, "many jurisdictions shortly will be unable
to perform executions in
cases where appeals have
been exhausted and governors have signed death warrants," the letter said.
lustice
Department
spokeswoman Alisa 1'inclli
said Tuesday the agency will
review the letter.
Among Ohio inmates
newly scheduled for execution is Clarence Carter, 48,
set to die April 12 for beating to death fellow 1 lamilton
County jail inmate Johnny
Allen in 1988.

I FREE I

Don't Be Left Out!
A free portrait session automatically gets
your color photo in the 2011 KEY Senior Magazine.
You'll receive four poses to select prints if you choose.
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT ONLINE AT

www.myseniorportrait.com

/
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"Heart disease is the number one killer of Americans, and people need to know what are
some of the possible risk."
- Faith Yingling, director of Wellness Connection, on the Healthy Heart Fair [see story, pg. 1]

HE STREET

"Run. about three
times a week."

TARA THOMPSON,
Junior
Marine Biology

S
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What should a person do to maintain a healthy heart?

"Work out every

Take the stairs

"I run two or three

day"

instead of the

days a week"

[\
Kj

VISIT US AT
B6VIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

elevator."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

AARON FOSTER,
Freshman.
Medical Technology

LAUREN YANOSKO.
Freshman.
AYA Math Education

CRAIGOBROCK.
Senior,
Health Care Admin.

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com

New definition of rape to limit women's access to abortion

In a world plagued by sexual
assault, abortion remains
legal. It seems the only time
"pro-life" voices concede
abortion is necessary is in
instances of rape, or if the
mother's life is in danger.

But

Republicans

are

looking to change that by
re-defining words thai are
otherwise self-explanatory
and empowering those who
already hold power.
In 1973, Hoe v. Wade guaranteed American women
legal access to abortions per
formed by doctors in proper
facilities. By l!)7fi, anti-abortionists had placed stipulations on the greatest victory
for women's health of the
20th century.
The notorious
Hyde
Amendment prevents federal
funds covering healthcare
services for low-income people from paying for abortions.
According lo the US
Department of Health and
Human Services, "nearly
12.6 million women, representing 61.6 percent of adult

female Mcdicaid enrollees,
were of childbearing age in
2007." None of these women
have legal rights to an abortion, unless they can afford
the procedure as an out-ofpocket expense.
While this policy reduces
poor women to secondclass citizens, the legislative
branch left a loophole, so as
not to seem completely heartless. Medicaid can still be
applied to abortion services
in instances of rape, incest or
to save a mother's life.
So. if you are a woman and
you are dependent on the government for healthcare, you
cannot exercise your right to
choose unless you can prove
you were the victim of terrible
crime or the physical stress
of carrying a child for nine
months will literally kill you.
Yet, the majority of republicans in the House are
unsure whether the hoops
women are currently jumping through are sufficient to
protect tax-payer money. And
that's why House Speaker
)ohn Boehner (R-OII) made
the "No TaxPayer for Abortion
Act" a priority last month.
Proposed by Rep. Chris
Smith (R-NI) rape would only
pertain to "forcible" rape.
Statutory rape between an

CALLING ALL
CARTOONISTS
COLUMNISTS
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum
section is looking for more people like you to write
columns and illustrate for us.

Contact us at thebgnews(s>bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966

1

-

.

,

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

adult man and minor would
not count and coverage in
cases of incest would only
pertain to victims who were
under the age of 18.
The late, great comedian (and astute sociologist) George Carlin once
expressed that a "pro-life"
position (especially one that
leads to clinic violence and
the murdering of abortion
providers) is not only hypocritical, but "ant i-woman."
And that is what these tighter
restrictions are—more evidence that our 2011 congress
is anti-woman.
According to those who
those who think "forcible
rape" is somehow different
from plain, old rape, this
would prevent women who
had been drugged or given
largeamountsofalcoholfrom
qualifying. These scenarios
often occur in a "date rape"
situation, which will also be
dropped under the "No Tax
Payer for Abortion Act."
Date rape, the common
name for acquaintance rape,
occurs when a woman is sexually assaulted by someone
she knows. According to the
National Center for Victims
of Crime. 77% of rapes
are acquaintance rapes. A
woman is four times more

likely to be raped by someone she knows, rather than a
stranger. And acquaintance
rape is rarely ever reported
to the police.
Making arbitrary distinctions between "forcible rape"
and "non-forcible rape" is
problematic, to say the
least. If this term, with no
legal definition, is allowed
to impact legislation, only a
fourth of these crimes would
qualify for proper legal and
medical attention, when
every victim deserves to be
handled with care.
The Daily Show demonstrate the ludicrous nature
of separating "rape-rape"
from other kinds of rape
with an eye-opening dialogue between Ion Stewart
and Senior Women's Issues
Correspondent Kristen
Schaal.
"Republicans are finally
closing the glaring rape loophole in our healthcare system. You'd be surprised how
many drugged, underage,
or mentally handicapped
young women have been
gaming the system. Sorry
ladies, but the free abortion
ride is over," Schaal said.
Stewart questioned how
this pertained to women
who had been intoxicated

and taken advantage of mother. This would trump
in a date rape situation. the "Emergency Medical
Exemplifying that these Treatment and Labor Act"
stipulations would open the requiring all hospitals, even
door for classic victim-blam- those receiving federal funds,
ing to save a few federal dol- to help pregnant women by
lars, Schaal questioned what any means necessary.
1 guess you could call this
the women in Stewart's scethe "Protect Existing Life Act"
nario were wearing.
"Because that determines — which House Republicans
what is rape-rape and what think should be changed.
While blurring the line
is merely rape-ish. And I
don't think hard-earned tax between church and state,
dollars should go to women lawmakers insist their prowho have only been rape- posal would protect doctors
morally opposed to abortion
ished," Schaal said.
It was brilliant, and credit- from discrimination.
Obviously, it's important
ed with changing the wordto do all you can for the
ing on the bill.
The phrase "forcible rape" fetus within the expendhas been dropped from the able woman because that is
"No Tim Payer for Abortion what's right.
Act" thanks to public outrage,
These are scary times to be
the "Dear )ohn" petition and a woman in America. While
maybe a little common sense. a post-feminist attitude has
But changing a few words run rampant amongst those
isn't enough. This and other who feel women have already
potential laws being cooked obtained social, political and
up by the Republican major- economic equality, there's
ity still threaten the rights of about to be a rude awakening.
Our rights are not as secure
women everywhere.
Yesterday, Maddie Uatman as we thought—and those in
of Mother lones reported power are determined to keep
Rep. Joe Pitts (R-PA) has chipping away, one unconstibeen working on the "Protect tutional act at a time.
Life Act" that would allow
doctors lo refuse to perform abortions, even those
Respond to Kate at
thenews@bgnews. com
required to save the life of the

New Spider-Man musical to be the 'worst of all time
of the play?: "Spider-Man:
Turn Off the Dark."
That's right, there is a
BRYAN WARRICK
**>
COLUMNIST
Spider-Man musical. It's
a show that follows the
adventures of Peter Parker,
aka Spider-Man, as he fights
On rare occasions a story villains and saves the New
comes along that is so good York City. Only this time his
that one medium is not adventures are told with
enough. Now most stories music and choreographed
are told in novels or made dance scenes. Not only that,
into movies and TV shows, but "Spider-Man", which is
and some begin as plays. in the preview stage of its
However, some stories are development, has already
so good and so touching, become the most expensive
they can sometimes be told musical ever made, costing
in all of these. Examples like over $65 million.
The Phantom of the Opera,
Needless to say, this seems
Frankenstein and the Lion to be a disaster in the makKing show the type of stories ing. The show has already
that are universal enough delayed its official release
and great enough, can be multiple times because of
told in every possible way.
continued technical difAnd then there are those ficulties. But reviews from
stories that try to expand these early showings tell us
through the media, but of a play with bad costumes,
never should. The best a confusing story and a
example of this is a well- really cheap-looking, webknown story that is current- slinging hero. Weird, since
ly trying to break through you would think a budget
into Broadway, The title that big would be able to

f^

make a convincing look- movies. Yes, Spider-Man is
ing Spider-Man. The play is a modern legend and part of
already being called one of American culture, but that
the worst musicals released doesn't mean you have to
on Broadway.
put him on the stage.
I am a huge fan of SpiderOn the other hand, for
Man. I watched the car- people interested in seetoon show growing up and ing what has already been
have enjoyed the Spider- declared as one of the "worst
Man movies and comics of all time," check it out.
as I've gotten older. The Maybe it will join the ranks
character and his story of "Plan 9 from Outer Space"
are able to move within and "Battlefield Earth" as
the media very well, but being the worst ever in their
Broadway was one place it respective media. That's
never should have gone.
more than enough of a reaSpidey as a musical? son for me to see it.
That's almost as bad an
Or you can just check out
idea as the Evil Dead musi- the painfully bad photos
cal, but at least that one of the show that are runwas a comedy. This Spider- ning around on the internet.
Man show is meant to be Either way, this is a musical
serious. And yet reviewers for the history books. It is the
and audience members most expensive of all time
alike have been laughing at and the worst of all time.
it and bashing it.
Something that bad has to
The Spider-Man charac- be fun to watch, right?
ter simply isn't meant to
be dancing around singing
about his troubles. He's a
wise-cracking superhero
Respond lo Bryan at
meant for comic books and
thenews@bgnews.com

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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WORLD BRIEFS
Protests cannot be
allowed to go on
long

Puerto Rican man
accused of burning
family fit for trial

Greek bank robber
blamed for deadly
terror attack

Russia, UK paper
spar over expelled
reporter

CAIRO - Vice President Omar
Suleiman warned Tuesday thai
"we can't put up with" continued protests in Tahnr for a long
time, saying the crisis must be
ended as soon as possible in a
sharply worded sign of increasing regime impatience with 16
days of mass demonstrations

SAN JUAN. Puerto Rico
(AP) - Prosecutors in Puerto
Rico said a judge has ruled that
a man accused of setting his
family on fire on New Year's
Day is mentally fit to stand trial.

ATHENS. Greece
- Greece's most wanted bank
robber - a man who deeply
embarrassed authorities by
escaping from prison twice by
helicopter - was involved in
a militant bombing that killed
a police officer last year, officials said Tuesday.

MOSCOW - Russia's
Foreign Minister says it refused
entry to a reporter from one
of Britain's major newspapers
because he didn't follow
accreditation procedures properly - but added he can return
if the errors are worked out.

Suleiman said there will
be "no ending of the regime"
and no immediate departure
for President Hosni Mubarak,
according to the state news
agency MENA. reporting on a
meeting between the vice president and the heads of state
and independent newspapers.
He told them the regime
wants dialogue to resolve
protesters demands for democratic reform, adding in a veiled
warning. "We dont want to
deal with Egyptian society with
police tools."
- Maggie Michael and Sarah
EIDeeb(AP)

A statement from the US
island s justice department
Tuesday also said that Justino
Sanchez Diaz has been
charged with a sixth count of
murder That charge stems
from the death of a hospitalized victim Jan 29
Also among the dead are
the suspect's elderly mother.
a nephew and the nephew's
fiance' from Seattle
Police allege Sanchez
doused family members with
gasoline when they sat down
for dinner and set them on fire.
It is unclear if Sanchez
has entered a plea in the
case. Defense attorney Luis
Gonzalez did not return calls
for comment.

Greek police have issued
an arrest warrant for murder
and membership of a terrorist group against Vassilis
Paleokostas, who has been on
the run since his second daring
escape from a maximum security Athens prison in 2009.
Paleokostas' fingerprints
were found on a parcel bomb
that exploded in the public
order ministry last summer,
killing ministerial aide Giorgos
Vassilakis. according to the
police statement.

■

10 injured in gas
blast in southeastern Turkey

Afghan leader:
reconstruction
bases must go

ANKARA. Turkey (AP)
- A governor in Turkey says
a liquified petroleum gas
tank exploded at a petrol
station, injuring 10 people at
an adjacent supermarket in
southeastern Turkey.

KABUL. Afghanistan
- Afghanistan's president
pushed his case for greater
sovereignty Tuesday, saying he
wants international bases that
run reconstruction and development programs to shut down
as Afghan forces start to take
the lead in securing the country

The Guardian newspaper,
however, said it was "baffled"
by the statement and hadn't
received an adequate explanation of why Moscow-based
Luke Harding was refused entry
to the country when he tried to
fly in from Britain on Saturday.

Gov. Mustafa Toprak says
Tuesday's blast occurred in
Diyarbakir. the largest city in
the country's Kurdish-dominated southeast, where Kurdish
rebels have been waging war
for autonomy for decades

The announcement is the
latest attempt by President
Hamid Karzai to assert his
power in the lace of Western
allies, following efforts to curtail the reach of private security
companies and limit the visibility and intensity of US -led
military operations

The incident raised the
prospects of a new flareup of tensions between
Moscow and London.

Toprak has ru'ed out terrorism and says the explosion was
caused by a faulty gas valve
He says one of the !0 injured
was in critical condition

He has repeatedly criticized the so-called provincial
reconstruction teams, or PRTs.
for undermining the Afghan
central government by offering
alternative sources of funding
and public works.

- Jim Heintz (AP)

- Nicholas Paphitis(AP)

Karzai s comments appeared
to set a timetable for their dissolution fairly soon.
-AdamSchreck(AP)

Stories of Egypt uprising's
victims slowly emerge

Violence continues toward US troops

Peaceful uprising quickly turned to violence, many dead

there's still a simmering fight guys here doing had things.
in Iraq as the U.S. military
All soldiers arc combat
prepares to leave after nearly soldiers, as the saying goes,
BAGHDAD (AP)— The White eight years, more than 4.4(H) and the American military's
House says the U.S. combat U.S. troops killed and at least mission in Iraq still allows
mission in Iraq is over, but $750 billion spent
them use lethal force and go
Army l.t. Daniel McCord and
"Had guys dont go away. on security patrols to prohis fellow American soldiers When we leave, they'll find tect themselves and their
feel anything but safe
another target." McCord, a 2(i- bases Bui for the most part.
Their base has been shelled year-old platoon commander the days of kicking in doors
28 limes since Sept. 1, the day in the 3rd Armored Cavalry and raiding insurgents dens
after President BarackObama Regiment, said on a recent are long gone. Iraq may not
officially ended Operation patrol near Iskandariyah, 30 be safe, but the widespread
Iraqi freedom. They carefully miles (50 kilometers) south of retaliatory sectarian killing-.
watch cars that speed too Baghdad.
have ebbed.
close to their convoy on highAsked if he thinks Iraq is
Waiting against a ticking
ways, wary of suicide bomb- stable, McCord said: "I'd be clock for the government in
ers who might try to penetrate crazytosayit'ssal'e. Is it belter Baghdad to ask for troops to
t heir armored trucks. Even an than it was? Yes. Bui it's prob- stay, the U.S. now is watching
Iraqi kid carrying a pellet gun ably still going lo lake some to see how much of a fight is
is seen as a threat.
lime for the government of left in Iraq — and whether the
With daily shootings and Iraq to establish the security nation's senility forces can
deadly bombings, it's clear they want. There are still bad battle it alone.

of intimidation by authori- a face," said reporter Mai elties. A preliminary tally of VVakil, who has begun writing
297 dead has been compiled a "faces of the fallen" column
CAIRO (AP) — A curly-haired by one rights group, based in the English-language daily
23-year-old marching in her on visits to seven hospitals in Al Masry Al Youm.
first protest. A Cairo artist Calm Alexandria and Suez.
The uprising began peaceand father of two young chilThe victims are Egyptians fully, with rallies organized
dren who braved tear gas and from all parts of society, say via facebook and Twitter
gunfire to capture history protest sympathizers — con- against President Hosni
with his video camera. And trary to the picture painted Mubarak's nearly 30-year
a 16-year-old girl struck by an last week by Egyptian Vice rule. But skirmishes soon
errant bullet
President Omar Suleiman, erupted between protesters
The faces of some of who accused foreigners of and security forces. On Jan.
those killed in Egypt's instigating the uprising.
28 major clashes broke out
2-week-old uprising are
Details of the lives lost have in Cairo, Alexandria. Suez
beginning to emerge.
been recounted on websites, and elsewhere, with troops
A comprehensive count in newspapers and on huge firing tear gas, rubber bulis a long way off as some posters put up in Cairo's lets and live rounds to break
bereaved families hesitate to rahrir Square, the center of up throngs of stone-throwcome forward and human the revolt that erupted Ian. 25. ers. It became known as the
rights researchers complain
This gives the revolution "Friday of Anger."
ByKarinUub

The Associated Press

Soldiers prepare to leave Iraq, guard themselves against attacks
By I.,n,i .J.iki".

The Associated Press

Lawyer for WikiLeaks founder states Assange is the victim in Swedish case
ByJiMUwUss
The Associated Press

LONDON — Swedish prosecutors had no choice but to
issue an arrest warrant for
Wikil-eaks founder Julian
Assange after repealedly failing to pin down the elusive
Australian for an interview
about sex crimes allegations,
a lawyer for the Swedish government said Tuesday.
Assange is fighting extradition to Sweden, where his law-

In which
country is the
board game
Monopoly
outlawed?
a. Russia
b. Iraq
c. Cuba
a. China

yers say he is the victim of a
ecutor-general, Anders Berkley,
Hawed investigation conduct- "What we've seen is process abuse after
issued a statement Tuesday
ed in ihe media spotlight and
defending both the Swedish
process abuse... What we have not seen justice
system and Ny. While
will not gel a fair trial. He has
not been charged in the case
Perklcv noted thai Assange
however is the chief prosecutor..."
and denies all wrongdoing.
should be considered innocent
until proven guilty, he stressed
At a testy hearing in a
Julian Assange | Wikiteaks founder
that Ny had a duly lo complete
London courtroom, both
sides traded pointed remarks cameras to accuse Marianne being revealed for hours and the investigation.
Tuesday about the quality of Ny, Ihe Swedish prosecutor in hours," Assange told report"Marianne Ny has acted
Ihe justice system in Sweden. charge of his case, of being ers. "What we have not seen completely in accordance
The argument spilled oul onto loo afraid to come to a British however is the chief prosecu- with her role as a public
the lawn outside Belmarsh court lo answer questions.
tor ... she has refused to come prosecutor and she obvi"What we've seen is process to the proceedings."
ously has the competence
Magslrates' Court, where
Meanwhile, Sweden's pros- needed for the decisions
Assange faced a phalanx of abuse after process abuse
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that have been made in this
case Perklevsaid.
Britain's lodge Howard
Kiddle, who has been weighing
Assange's fate over two days at
a London extradition hearing,
told both sides to ret urn Friday
for closing arguments
Assange is wanted for
questioning over claims of
rape and sexual molestation made by two Swedish
women he met during a trip
lo Stockholm in August. He
denies the allegations.
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Taking control of the crease
Andrew Hammond overcomes freshman struggles to
take control of starting goaltender job
bot h games. Prior to t hat announcement, I lammond and lino each had
started 1-1 games.
"It was special that the coaches
Andrew 1 lammond has come a long
way since his struggles as a fresh- thought that I had been working
hard enough that I had earned that
man last season.
Viler struggling to the tune of possibility,'' Hammond said, i felt
a -1.30 goals against average and a that 1 gave the team a chance to
.881) save percent, the sophomore win both nights, and that's all I can
from Surrey. British Columbia has really focus on."
1 lammond has now played in four
made significant strides in his
game and has taken hold of the No. straight games, with the last three
games being starts. 1 le replaced lino
I goaltendingjoh.
"Andrew takes a pretty profes- midway through his .start against
sional approach on a daily basis, lake Superior on Ian. 26. In that
and I think that his game is in game he allowed one goal on 15
ordei and he's focused right now.'1 shots in 32 minutes of action.
Since replacing lino, he has backsaid BG coach Chris Bergeron. "I
think that he's growing in confi- stopped the Falcons to two wins in
dence; not that he wasn't confident three games, including a 31-save
before, hut I think that he proved performance against Western
to himself that he can put together Michigan last Friday.
"He's playing with a high amount
multiple strong stalls''
His rise to the starting job has of confidence right now.'' said capbeen a rather interesting one. con- tain David Solway. "He doesn't
sulting his struggles last season give up on any puck, and he comes
and due to thegoaltendingsituation to the rink with a purpose to get
bring the most stable position on better every day.'
After failing to record a win in
the roster pi ior to last week.
last
Tuesday,
Bergeron his freshman season (0-12-2). he
announced that the goalie rotation has guided the Falcons to four wins
for Nick I no starting on Friday and so far this season, while drastically
Hammond starting Saturday would improving his statistics His goals
nu longer be in effect, and that he against average has fallen to 2.74,
would go with the player who was while his save percent has risen to
performingal a higher level.
Sec GOALIE i Pjyc 7
In the first weekend of the new
arrangement, Hammond started
By Ryan Satkowiak

Assistant Sports Editor

:.
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PLAY THE PUCK: '

: plays the puck behind the net in a game earlier ibis season

Men's basketball looks to get to .500 overall,
break second-place tie tonight against Ball State
By Paul Barney
i M fifl'tor

things when he gets the ball,
lie's a talented, big guy offensively. I don't think, as far as a
What you see with Ball State true big guy, there is anyone betis what you get, according to ter in our league."
For the Falcons, containing
BG men's basketball coach
l.ouis Orr, and that's a solid lones and the rest of the Cardinals
basketball team."
starts with themselves.
"It starts with us, you have to
"Some teams, they kind of gimmick you. With Ball State they're do you," Orr added. "You have to
not a gimmicky team ... man- play to your strengths."
A big part of BG's success this
to-man defense, individual and
team defense, inside-out basket- season has been the play of its
ball ... nothing really tricky, just guards: loe Jakubowski and
solid basketball." Orr said.
lordon Crawford at the point and
Both the Falcons and Cardinals Luke Kraus and Dee Brown at
are in a four-way tie for second shouting guard.
in the Mid-American Conference
")oe and lordon make a differalong with Buffalo and Miami, ence," Orr said. "When they're
and will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in good and play well it makes the
Anderson Arena.
game easier for everybody else.
BG (11-12, 6-3) has won four Luke and Dee are different playstraight games over Ball State ers, but they can be productive in
(14-8, 6-3) in Anderson Arena.
different ways and they compleThe Cardinals beat the Falcons, ment each other. Our four guards
64-59. last year in Muncie, where are important to us."
Jarrod lones and Handy Davis
At this time of the year, howhad a standout game.
ever, Orr said the team has to
The two are having produc- keep getting better, especially
tive seasons for the Cardinals, on the boards.
as lones leads the team in
In a loss to Western Michigan
scoring with 14.8 points and on Saturday, the Falcons had one
8.2 rebounds, while Davis is of their worst rebounding games
averaging 10.2 points and 5.5 of the season in conference play.
assists per game.
BG was outrebounded 44-25,
Heading into tonight's game, which the Broncos turned into 17
Ore's focus was on being able to second-chance points.
contain lones and keep him from
"Rebounding is a matter of
getting the ball in areas where toughness, heart and desire,"
he's most comfortable.
Orr said. "You have to put your
"They do a really good job in body on people, you have to be
getting him the ball in position tough and you have to want the
to where he can be effective, ball. It has to be five guys; it
whether it's against zone or can't be one or two. That's an
man," Orr said. "He does good area of growth for us."
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Get to know the Falcons: hockey player Wade Finegan
Compiled by Ryan Sanner

Background

Afts graduation |
'BA

Hometown: Toronto.
Ontario

Favorites

High School: St. Michael's
College School

Foods: Steak with sauteed
mushrooms; pasta and broccoli
smothered in cheese sauce.

Reporter

TYLER STABILE

Wade Finegan is a 5-foot-9inch forward on lhe Falcon
hockey team.
Up to the Feb.. 4 weekend series with Western
Michigan, he has skated
in 24 games this season,
scoring four goals, tallying
three assists, and totalling
35 shots on goal. One of
the goals was an overtime
winner against Holy Cross
during the Thanksgiving
break. Finegan is playing
under his third head coach
in four years.
"Wade affects our team
very positively. He plays
very physical for us, so
when he is on his game, he
can get some momentum
swinging our way," said
coach Chris Bergeron.
"He has made a refocused
effort to make his senior
year something, with a
new coaching staff and a
new mentality. Wade has
been able to contribute
and plays a lot more this
year than in years past."

TOE DRAG: Wade Finegan dekes around an Ohio Stale delender in a game eadiec this season

Major: Finance

Musical artists: Pretty much
everything. However. I'm not
really into the country scei

Class year. Senior

Quick Facts
Top accomplishment: Being
a member of the BGSU
Falcon hockey program
Pre-game ritual: Normally a
pre-game skate in the morning, a nice meal with the boys
before a nap, and a Timmy s
medium double-double on thp
way to the rink
f^5Qn_mpst.a_dmire_d: My Dad
Pgrspn I'd likelojnggl Mark
Zuckerberg
Pet peeve: People not
acknowledging holding a door
open for them

Actor/Actress: Matt Damon!
Johnny Depp. Will Ferrell.
Megan Fox
iod Will Hunting".

"Christmas Vacation" "Ru
most recently "The Town"
TV shows- "Califom.
cr". "Boardwalk Empire
"Eastbound S Down". King of
Queens"
Books: "1984" by George
Orwell, "Lord of the Flies" by
William Golding. "Gated ■
the Rye' by J.D. Salinger: only
textbooks as of late
My first, a 2000
Volkswager.
jolf Wakeboarding

First |ob: Hockey School
Plans for 2011 Spring Break:
Preparing for Round 2 of playoffs
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"It's one of those things
where Fve been around
the league for a year now
so I know whal to expect,"
Hammond said. "I also think
that I know whal 1 have to do
to be much more successful
at this level."
Despite his recent stiunj;
play, he knows thai he can
just as quickly find himself on the bench should
he struggle and Fno show
improvements in practice.
"I think thai it's good fbi
us because we know that
every practice matters
and we keep pushing each
other," Hammond said. "I
think that's a good thing
on the team when both
goalies are giving it their
all in practice."
But Hammond's play the
last two scries has given him
an advantage when it comes
to starting this weekend
against Notre Dame.
"I would say that he leads
Nick in that race |to start
on Friday]." Bergeron said.
"He's had three-and-a-half
good efforts in a row, and
right now he is playing
some good hockey and we
want to reward people for
playing good hockey."

CAMELS CAN
SURVIVE IN
THE DESERT
WITHOUT
DRINKING FOR
ALMOST 3
MONTHS!

HILLSDALE
1082 FairviewAve.
1, 2, 3 Bedrooms
•Carports Dishwashers*
•Garbage Disposals*
•Air Conditioning•Washers/Dryers in 2 & 3 Beds•3 bedrooms w/full basement-

NET PRESENCE: Andrew Hammond has started three straight games for the Falcons

02. 1Q.11

MECCA

419-353-5800

Management Inc.

meccabg.com
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525 E. Merry

1

224 Crim

1

218 N. Enterprise

T-JftlCONS VB. Ball S
ANDERSON ARENA

Come out to Memorial Hall on February 9 for Military Appreciation Night,
when your BGSU Falcons take on Ball State at 7:00pm. Tickets are FREE
for all military personnel presenting a valid ID. at the BGSU Ticket Office
and the first 500 fans will receive the tenth of 13 All-Anderson cards!

ffH.fiGSU.TICKET

MEM

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

i

BfiSUFALCONS.

Wt

'Two bedroom houses/apartments
• Close to campus
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Taking control of the crease
Andrew Hammond overcomes freshman struggles to
take control of starting goaltender job
By Ryan S.itkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

"*- 'SENT

TYlfRSTABIU

PLAY THE PUCK: Andrew Hammond plays the puck behind the net in a game eariier this season

HtKiNHVS.

Andrew I lammond has come a long
way since his struggles as a freshman last season.
After struggling to the tune of
a 4.30 goals against average and a
.880 save percent, the sophomore
from Surrey, British Columbia has
made significant strides in his
game and has taken hold of the No.
1 goaltendingjob.
"Andrew takes a pretty professional approach on a daily basis,
and 1 think that his game is in
order and he's focused right now,"
said BG coach Chris Bergeron. "I
think that he's growing in confidence; not that he wasn't confident
before, but 1 think that he proved
to himself that he can put together
multiple strong starts."
His rise to the starting job has
been a rather interesting one, considering his struggles last season
and due to the goaltending situation
being the most stable position on
the roster prior to last week.
Last
Tuesday,
Bergeron
announced that the goalie rotation
for Nick Eno starting on Friday and
I lammond starting Saturday would
no longer be in effect, and that he
would go with the player who was
performing at a higher level.
In the first weekend of the new
arrangement, Hammond started

both games. Prior to that announcement, Hammond and Eno each had
started 14 games.
"It was special that the coaches
thought that I had been working
hard enough that I had earned that
possibility," Hammond said. "I felt
that 1 gave the team a chance to
win both nights, and that's all 1 can
really focus on."
I lammond has now played in four
straight games, with the last three
games being starts. I le replaced Eno
midway through his start against
Lake Superior on Ian. 26. In that
game he allowed one goal on 15
shots in 32 minutes of action.
Since replacing Eno, he has backstopped the Falcons to two wins in
three games, including a 31-save
performance against Western
Michigan last Friday.
"He's playing with a high amount
of confidence right now," said captain David Solway. "He doesn't
give up on any puck, and he comes
to the rink with a purpose to get
better every day."
After failing to record a win in
his freshman season (0-12-2), he
has guided the Falcons to four wins
so far this season, while drastically
improving his statistics. His goalsagainst average has fallen to 2.74,
while his save percent has risen to
See GOALIE | Page 7

en's basketball looks to get to .500 overall,
break second-place tie tonight against Ball State
By Paul Barney
Sports Editor

What you see with Ball State
is what you get, according to
BG men's basketball coach
Louis Orr. and that's "a solid
basketball team."
"Some teams, they kind of gimmick you. With Ball State they're
not a gimmicky team ... manto-man defense, individual and
team defense, inside-out basketball ... nothing really tricky, just
solid basketball," Orr said.
Both the Falcons and Cardinals
are in a four-way tie for second
in the Mid-American Conference
along with Buffalo and Miami,
and will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in
Anderson Arena.
BG (11-12, 6-3) has won four
straight games over Ball State
(14-8, 6-3) in Anderson Arena.
The Cardinals beat the Falcons,
64-59, last year in Muncie, where
larrod (ones and Randy Davis
had a standout game.
The two are having productive seasons for the Cardinals,
as Jones leads the team in
scoring with 14.8 points and
8.2 rebounds, while Davis is
averaging 10.2 points and 5.5
assists per game.
Heading into tonight's game,
Orr's focus was on being able to
contain Jones and keep him from
getting the ball in areas where
he's most comfortable.
"They do a really good job in
getting him the ball in position
to where he can be effective,
whether it's against zone or
man," Orr said. "He does good

FACEBOOK

things when he gets the ball.
He's a talented, big guy offensively. I don't think, as far as a
true big guy, there is anyone better in our league."
For the Falcons, containing
Jonesand the rest of the Cardinals
starts with themselves.
"It starts with us, you have to
do you," Orr added. "You have to
play to your strengths."
A big part of BG's success this
season has been the play of its
guards: Joe Jakubowski and
Jordon Crawford at the point and
Luke Kraus and Dee Brown at
shooting guard.
"Joe and Jordon make a differ
ence," Orr said. "When they're
good and play well it makes the
game easier for everybody else.
Luke and Dee are different players, but they can be productive in
different ways and they complement each other. Our four guards
are important to us."
At this time of the year, however, Orr said the team has to
keep getting better, especially
on the boards.
In a loss to Western Michigan
on Saturday, the Falcons had one
of their worst rebounding games
of the season in conference play.
BG was outrebounded 44-25,
which the Broncos turned into 17
second-chance points.
"Rebounding is a matter of
toughness, heart and desire,"
Orr said. "You have to put your
body on people, you have to be
tough and you have to want the
ball. It has to be five guys; it
can't be one or two. That's an
FADE AWAY: A'uston Calhoun throws up a lade away jump shot against Ohio eadier this season
area of growth for us."

TWITTER

HOCKEY

BYRON MACK

MIBGWWi

SOFTBALL

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

CCHA power rankings released

BG pkked fourth in preseason poll

Become a fan of the BG News sports
department on Facebook. Log on to
your account and search "BG News
Sports" to become a fan.

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us
for breaking news and in-game updates from your
favorite Falcon sports.
www.twltttr.com/bgrfwitportt

Go to our blogatbgnewssports.com for the latest edition of our CCHA power rankings. There is
a new No 1 this week where wlBG rank after a
weekend spit wi&H Western Michigan?

The BG softball team has been picked to finish
fourth in the preseason Mid-American Coference
East Division coaches poll The Falcons were picked
to finish behind MiamiOhio and Kent State
•

b
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Get to know the Falcons: hockey player Wade Finegan
Compiled by Ryan Sinner

Background

Aftnr graduation ;

Wade Finegan is a 5-foot-9inch forward on the Falcon
hockey team.
Up to the Feb, 4 weekend series with Western
Michigan, he has skated
in 24 games this season,
scoring four goals, tallying
three assists, and totalling
35 shots on goal. One of
the goals was an overtime
winner against Holy Cross
during the Thanksgiving
break. Finegan is playing
under his third head coach
in four years.
"Wade affects our team
very positively. He plays
very physical for us, so
when he is on his game, he
can get some momentum
swinging our way," said
coach Chris Bergeron.
"He has made a refocused
effort to make his senior
year something, with a
new coaching staff and a
new mentality. Wade has
been able to contribute
and plays a lot more this
year than in years past."

Hometown: Toronto.
Ontario

Favorites

High School: St. Michaels
College School

Foods: Steak witb sauteed
mushrooms; pasta and broccoli
smothered in cheese sauce.

TOE DRAG: Wade Finegan deles around an Ohio Slate defender in a game eaHier this season

: Obtain

an MBA

Reporter

Major: Finance

Musical artists: Pretty much
everything. However. I'm not
really into the country scene.

Class year: Senior

Quick Facts
Top accomplishment: Being
a member of the BGSU
Falcon hockey program
Pre-qame ritual: Normally a
pre-game skate in the morning, a nice meal with the boys
before a nap. and a Timmy's
medium double-double on the
way to the rink.
Person most admired: My Dad
Person I'd like to meet: Mark
Zuckerberg
Pet peeve: People not
acknowledging holding a door
open for them

Actor/Actress: Matt Damon!
Johnny Depp, Will Ferrell.
Megan Fox
Movie?: "Good Will Hunting".
"Christmas Vacation". "Rudy .
most recently "The Town"
TV shows: "Californication".
"Dexter". "Boardwalk Empire".
"Eastbound & Down", "King of
Queens"
Books: "1984" by George
Orwell. "Lord of the Flies" by
William Golding. Catcher m
the Rye by J.D. Salinger: only
textbooks as of late
Car: My first, a 2000
Volkswagen Jetta
Hobbies: Golf. Wakeboarding

First |ob: Hockey School
Plans for 2011 Spring Break:
Preparing for Round 2 of playoffs

GOALIE
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"It's one of those things
where I've been around
the league for a year now
so I know what to expect,"
Hammond said. "I also think
that I know what I have to do
to be much more successful
at this level."
Despite his recent strong
play, he knows that he can
just as quickly find himself on the bench should
he struggle and Fno show
improvements in practice.
"I think that it's good for
us because we know that
every practice matters
and we keep pushing each
other," Hammond said. "I
think that's a good thing
on the team when both
goalies are giving it their
all in practice."
But Hammond's play the
last two series has given him
an advantage when it comes
to starting this weekend
against Notre Dame.
"I would say that he leads
Nick in that race |to start
on Friday I." Bergeron said.
"He's had three-and-a-half
good efforts in a row, and
right now he is playing
some good hockey and we
want to reward people for
playing good hockey."

CAMELS CAN
SURVIVE IN
THE DESERT
WITHOUT
DRINKING FOR
ALMOST 3
MONTHS!
-

-mi
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HJLLSDALE
1082 Fairview Ave.
1, 2, 3 Bedrooms
•Carports Dishwashers*
•Garbage Disposals*
•Air Conditioning*
•Washers/Dryers in 2 & 3 Beds*
•3 bedrooms w/full basement*
Letting Office 1 octfedM
1043 N Main Si

MECCA 419-353-5800
Management Inc.

NET PRESENCE: Andrew Hammond has started three straight games for the Fakons

meccabg.com
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All participants will
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525 E. Merry
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AMDEHSOM AREKA

Come out to Memorial Hall on February 9 for Military Appreciation Night,
when your BGSU Falcons take on Ball State at 7:00pm. Tickets are FREE
for all military personnel presenting a valid ID. at the BGSU Ticket Office
and the first 500 fans will receive the tenth of 13 All-Anderson cardsl

077.0GSU.TICKET AGSUFIILC0IIS.COM
FREE TICKETS FOR
MILITARY PERSONNEL

WE

Newlove Rentals

t

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

'Two bedroom houses/apartments
• Close to campus
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Getting chippy
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The Daily Crossword Fix The Tanning Center
1
2
3
4
5
6

Chaste kiss
Reverberate
Stagehand
Heliocentric universe center
_ the occasion
1991 movie sequel
subtitled 'The Awakening"
7 Apple products
8 Turkish honorific
9 At birth
10 Be hospitable to
38 2008 govt. bailout
11 White Star Line's i
fated steamer
recipient
39 Granny, to' one
12 Actress Spelling
41 Red River capital
13 Place lo brood
18 Agent Prentisson
42 Honshu metropolis
45 Roadside trash
"Criminal Minds"
46 Twinkler in a Paris sky
19 Bit of guitar music
23 Coors malt beverage 48 Borden's spokescow
24 His show has a
50 Pros who work on
"Jaywalking" segment
schedules, for short
51 He sang about Alice
25 Serif-free font
52Phnom
26 Nary a soul
53 Suspicious of
27 How things flow
54 Catch a glimpse of
28 Each partner
29 Right-to-left lang.
55 Soccer great
31 "Old" chip producer? 56 Elemental unit
32 Proverbial battlers
58 Put down, slangily
37 Gull relative
59 33 1/3 rpm spinners

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17

Classifies, in a way
Antony listener
Envelope abbr.
Betge-like shade
Representation
Dealers dispenser
Game played on a
six-pointed star
20 Keystone lawman
21 Smart club
22 Cry to strike up the band
23 Penne relative
24 She played WKRPs Jennifer
25 1964 Beatles hit
30 Time Warner "Superstation'"
33 Capacious
34 Peddle
35 The tan in a Black and Tan
36 One of five states in which samesex marriage is legal
37 Trendy aerobics regimen
39 Fort with many bars
BYHONMACK ! 1HIBGNEWS
CHIRP: BGs Bryce Williamson and Lale Superiors Andiew Pmaull exchange words in a game eaHiei ihis season
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For Rent

'BARTENDING! up to $3007day
No exp necessaiy. training provided call 800-965-6520x174.

' Lrg 3 & 4 BR apts. S650 & up.
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.

Awesome summer job in Maine'
II you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors have lun while
you work, and make lifelong
tnends Ihen look no further.
Camp Mataponi a children's
summer camp, has posilions
available in Land Sports
(lacrosse, soccer, basketball softball. volleyball, field hockey).
Waterfront (sailing, canoeing,
watersknng. life guarding, WSI
boat drivers). Ropes Course,
Tennis H.B Riding. Arts & Crafts,
Theater, Dance. Gymnastics,
Video. Photography, Nurses.
Maintenance. Cooking and more.
Top salaries plus room/board S
travel provided Call us today at
561 -748-3684 or apply online at
www.campmataponi.com.

Services Offered
Campus Quarters Spoils Bar
FREE POOL Wed. 4p-Close!
Greal Drink Specials All Day!
Across from Harshman
Shamrock Storage
Many sizes Near BGSU
ShamrockBG com 419-354-0070

Campus Quarters Hiring lor
Carryout 8 Bar Must be 21
reliable, and outgoing!
Apply in person 1414 E. Wooster
across from Harshman.
Play Sports' Have Fun! Save
Money! Maine camp needs counselors for all land, adventure &
water sports Great summer!
888-844-8080, apply:
campceOar.corrj

1

H.WII'.T.'lr",": ,!
Campus Location
1432 Wooster St,

1 BR apt. 854 8th St. $400/mo ♦
elec w/ S400 security dep.
No pets Call 419-392-3354
1 room effic, shared bath,
co-ed only, furn, avail 7/15/11.
3BR house, avail. Aug 15. 2011.
large 3BR apt, avail August 1st
Call 419-601-3225

1. 2 & 3 BR apts by on Manville,
next to water tower
Call 419-352-5239

11-12 sy, few houses remain,
next to campus, 419-353-0325.
also see CartyRentals com
Also 1 & 2 BR apts, avail. 1/1/11.
2BR -404 1/2 S College.
S675/mo + utilities. A/C. W/D incl.
Avail Aug Call 419-352-4850
2. 3 & 4BR apts and duplexes,
Scon Hamilton, 4th & 5th St
Avail MayS August 2011.
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110

or 419-352-4456.

FREE

806-4267

Tanning

I.M'.'lH.Tlr'.'VI
Bee Gee Shopping Center

1062 N. Main

352-9055
843-2055
fffliHrTHJf»H
382-5055

ii'.iirnn'"1
S475-9855

Everyday

Meidows IPerrysburg'Rossford

841-5055

866-8655

874-6455

• Newer construction
* Two story duplexes
* 3 bedrooms 2 baths
* On site laundry
* No more then 3 tenants
• 9.5 & 12 month leases
• Ceramic tile
• $875 (12/mo)
CALL ABOUT SPECIALS GOING ON!
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THE HEAT
525 Ridge: 419-353-3588
10 beds, 1 booth-no appt. needed

LAUNDROMAT

993 S Mam I 419-353-88?6

IQ%ni
s_„„
l
,ow

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

3 BR house. 404 S College
S625/mo plus util.
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F.
www.BGApartments.com

Large 1BR. near campus.
Avail Fall 2011, $476*10,
ulils incl. Call 419-352-5882

TanningCenterBG.com

\J

3 1
1 0
d

i

THE WASH HOUSE

Center/1

3 BR, 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 ml
from campus, newly remodeled.
S725/mo tutll, call 419-708-9981.
3BR apt, S. College, newly
remodeled, pet friendly. $775/mo.
Call 419-708-9981
4 BR house. 1st block of Manville,
May to May lease.
Call 419-352-5239
4 BR house, large LR, 2 decks,
$1100/mo 4 utils. Avail June,
call 419-654-5716.
426 E. Wooster, 3 bedroom,
S950/mo. utils inc. avail 8/2011
Call 419-352-5882.
5BR, 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus, $1100/mo.
Avail for 11 -12 sy - year lease
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611.

Ih*****-**.*-**

" ««'

Jay-Mar 803 / 815 8th St - 2BR's
$475-495/mo +gas/elec A/C,
D/W, university shuttle, great
location! Call 419-354-6036
www bghighlandmgmt.com
May houses - close to campus
145&248Troup-3BR
201 &1/2 S. College-5 BR.
128 & 1/2 S. Summit - 6 BR
Call 419-308-0736 lojjull listings
NEW REDUCED RENTI
HOUSES, HOUSES, HOUSES!
4BR houses w/ A/C, W/D.
249 Manville -S1050/mo
3BR houses
227 S College - $950/mo,
831 Fifth St ■ S675/mo.
419-352-6064, 500 Lehman
www froboserentals com

Room for rent. S College
S300/mo, newly remodeled!
Call 419-708-9981
Shamrock Studio Apts for lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all util. cable. WIFI,
cats allowed. Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com
The Highlands -220 Napoleon Rd.
$365-S395/mo . elec.
1 BR apts avail, newly updated,
laundry on site, great location,
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Call 419-354-6036

2011 -12
School Year
Listings Available
WrZ.ii

i-uawvnuf Mwf.lJ

AVAIL NOW / 300 E Merry St
1 S 2 BR apt free internet,
low as 199/mo, see CartyRentals,
all next lo campus 353-0325.
Avail August 2011, 3 BR houses,
excellent cond.close to BGSU:
812 3rd St • $800/mo
832 3rd St - $850/mo.
606 5th St - SaOO/mo
112ClaySI-$800/mo.
118 Clay SI- S9507mo
218DillSl-$1.000/mo
3BR apt-443 N Enterprise-$550
1BR apt -112 Ridge - S325/mo.
Call 419-308-2456 lor more info.
Brick home, 2BR, nice, near
campus, $750/mo. avail 7/2011.
Call 352-5882.

- %rm

60
61
62
63
64
65

Apparel retailer Taylor
Legatee
In abeyance
La * la. in Lille
Diamond-patterned attire
Volunteer st.
"Let's leave., that"
Producer Ponti
"My Name Is Asher Lev'
author Chatm
Restorative place
Companion at the end of 17-,
25-. 37- and 44-Across
Jai _.
Pentium producer
Brand with a pony in its logo
A few
Seacoast
Stern's counterpart

r^J'JSmM^m Zmsm ^% 248 N. Main i 419-354-1559
#? A** #*# #•*##? 16 beds. 2 booths-Mystic Ian
\JU t># %AJ eV^f No appointment needed

www rutterdudley.com

jnttfanning! 2 Weeks

54
57

>w

7mkThP
Help Wanted

40
41
42
43
44
47
49
50
52

■

wmmu
926 E Wooster 6 BORM
lUp lo 8 people)
303 E Mciry - Hi BDRM
(Up lo 8 people)

Sanctum [R]
-4:40 7:35 10:15

315 E Merry (Up J Down)
3 & 1 BDRM (Up lo 5 pcoplcl

The King's Speech [R]
•4:10 7:00 9:50
No Strings Attached [*)]
•4:35 7:30 10:10
The Rite [PG-13]
•4:50 7:00 9:50

& MORE!
Houses, Apartments.

The Green Hornet [PG-13]
•4:20 7:10 9:55
,,,
e„_

Cozy & quiet 1 BR w/ fireplace.
Avail June, $425/mo ♦ elec.
Call 419-654-5716.

3071311 E Rocd-3BDRM
(3-6 people)

& Efficiencies
All nt-xt lo Campus Hkx:ks firxn Downtown

419.353.0325

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
"Our student renters are
like family to us. When
they have issues or
needs, we work quickly
to resolve them"

' 842/846/723 7,n street

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Since 1978.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

JrfEfcCA

(419)353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com
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